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The Hyundai brand has grown rapidly into a global 
automotive powerhouse. But first and foremost, we 
are a local business. Hyundai New Zealand is 100% 
Kiwi owned and all our Hyundai dealers are 100% NZ 
operated. This means we are a New Zealand company 
helping New Zealanders grow. 

100% Kiwi owned

Venue Entry in Acid Yellow shown on left
Venue Elite in The Denim & Polar White two-tone shown on right
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8" touchscreen with Apple 
CarPlay® & Android® Auto

Rearview camera

Roof rails

Safety
• 6 airbags
•  Rearview camera with dynamic guidelines
•  Electronic Stability Control (ESC) including:
 -   Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
 - Brake Assist System (BAS)
 - Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
 - Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
 - Traction Control System (TCS)
 - Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

• Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
•  Parking Distance Warning-Reverse (PDW-R)
•  Hyundai SmartSense™ including: 
 -   Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
 -   Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCAA) 

- City/Urban/Interurban/Pedestrian  
(camera type)

 -   High Beam Assist (HBA)
 -   Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)

Interior and technology
•  8" touchscreen with Apple CarPlay® and Android 

Auto® compatibility 
•  2 x USB power outlets - front centre console
•  3.5" instrument cluster with trip computer & 

digital speedometer
•  Bluetooth® connectivity
•  Rear parcel shelf storage slot (behind rear seat)

Key specifications:

Entry.

1.6 MPi (Petrol) 2WD - Automatic

Engine and transmission 15" alloy wheels

•  Cruise control
•  USB audio input with iPod® compatibility
•  Steering wheel mounted audio  

& phone controls 
•  Drive Modes - Comfort, Eco & Sport
•  Traction Modes - Snow, Mud & Sand
•  4 speaker audio system
•  Silver painted inserts (air vents, transmission 

gear surround)
•  Power windows - front & rear
•  Height adjustable driver's seat
•  Leather appointed steering wheel & gear knob
•  Hyundai Auto Link Bluetooth® compatible

Exterior and technology
• 15" alloy wheels
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL) - Halogen
• Roof rails 
•  Automatic dusk sensing headlamps with escort and 

welcome functions
•  Power adjustable exterior mirrors
•  Heated exterior mirrors

Safety
•  Hyundai SmartSense including: 
 -  Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW)
 -  Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)

Interior and technology
•  Cloth & premium finish seats
• Smart proximity key with push button start
•  6 speaker audio system
•  Rear privacy glass
•  One touch window up & down function with 

anti-pinching feature - driver's window
•  Single zone climate control
•  Metallic white painted inserts (air vent  

& transmission gear surround) 
•  Front centre console armrest & storage box
•  Heated steering wheel
•  Electro Chromatic rear-view Mirror (ECM)
•  Hyundai Auto Link Premium® compatible

Key specifications above Entry: 

Elite.

1.6 MPi (Petrol) 2WD - Automatic

Engine and transmission

Exterior and technology
•  17" alloy wheels
•  Painted front & rear bumper inserts
•  Front grille - chrome inserts
•  Painted side garnish & wheel arch inserts
•  LED rear combination lights
• LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
•  Static bending lights
•  Power folding exterior mirrors

Blind-Spot Collision Warning 
(BCW)

Smart proximity key

2 x USB power outlet - front 
centre console

17" alloy wheels

Everybody is different, which is why we’ve made a Hyundai Venue for everybody. 
Find the Venue that suits you with two models on offer: Entry or Elite.

Variants.

Venue Elite in Fiery Red shown
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Compact car. 
Big personality. 

At Hyundai we strive to make cars that meet our customer’s needs, 
ensuring that everyone can experience an exciting and enjoyable drive.

So, how do we make that happen? We start by pushing our own 
boundaries, by making premium the new standard, and by engineering 
the most enjoyable ride possible. 

Introducing the Hyundai Venue. It’s unlike anything you’ve ever seen 
before. A car built for the city, with the convenience, technology, and 
safety you need and want to stay confident in every situation, without 
sacrificing personality and style. 

Fun and functional at the same time, it’s the perfect car for those 
who work hard and play hard. Its bold design demands attention on 
crowded urban streets or quaint country roads, while its compact size 
and renowned Hyundai engineering ensures you won’t have any trouble 
navigating them. It fits in anywhere and stands out everywhere. 

7

Venue Elite in The Denim & Polar White two-tone shown
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At Hyundai, we’re committed to 
building safety into every model, and 
the Venue is no exception. It doesn’t 
just look the part.  It is the part. 

Whether on your way to work or 
on your way home from a night on 
the town, the Hyundai Venue helps 
keep you protected with Hyundai 
SmartSense™1 safety technologies 
alerting you to avoid any potential 
dangers.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 
(FCA) with an advanced camera type 
(City/Urban/Interurban/Pedestrian) 
is there to sound a warning and apply 
emergency braking should a car in 
front of you come to a screeching 
halt or a pedestrian moves in front  
of you.

Eyes on you. 
Eyes on the road. 

Reversing camera 6 airbags

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW)2 
alerts you to vehicles in your blindspots 
that you might have missed, and Lane 
Keeping Assist (LKA) makes sure you 
stay on track by warning you and 
providing steering intervention if it 
senses you leaving your lane. 

It’s easy to get into tight city parking 
spots with the Venue’s reversing 
camera giving you a good look at what 
lies behind, and a Rear Park Assist 
system to let you know when objects 
are close behind. 

Reversing out of parking spots safely is 
just as easy thanks to its Rear Cross-
Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)2 
which keeps an eye out for any vehicles 
approaching from either side that 
might pass behind you.

In poor weather, increase your 
visibility thanks to High Beam Assist 
(HBA) which turns your high beams 
on and off to avoid dazzling other 
vehicles on the road. Then after a 
long day (or night), Driver Attention 
Warning (DAW) monitors your driving 
pattern and alerts you to consider 
taking a break in case of fatigue. 

From morning till night the Hyundai 
Venue’s host of safety features 
keeps you confident that no matter 
what your adventure throws at you, 
you’re in safe hands and Hyundai 
SmartSense™1 is here to assist you. 

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW)2 
When driving at a speed of 30km/h or higher, the BCW 
function will alert the driver to vehicles that enter or are 
in the blind spot, to help avoid potential collisions during 
lane changes.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) 
Using camera data, the FCA system autonomously activates 
the brakes when it detects dangerous and sudden braking by 
the car ahead, or movement of pedestrians on the road. 

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)
LKA provides steering intervention to assist the Venue in 
staying between lane markings. When the Venue strays 
from the intended lane without indicators being activated, 
the LKA system will send out an audible sound and a visual 
warning within the cluster. 

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning2 (RCCW)
RCCW monitors for traffic approaching on either side of the 
Venue when reversing out of perpendicular parking spaces. 
Should RCCW detect a vehicle approaching, an audible 
warning will sound, with a visual warning displayed on the 
dash cluster.

TM 1

1. Hyundai SmartSense® is a trademark of Hyundai Motor Company. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving. Not all safety features are available across all variants. 
2. Available on the Elite variant.

Elite model only

Elite model only
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Venue Elite in The Denim & Polar White two-tone shown

Stand out in style.
To survive your adventure, it’s not just what’s inside that 
counts. You need to look the part too. It takes more than 
metal, it takes style. And the Hyundai Venue has plenty of it. 

At 4,040 mm long, 1,770 mm wide, and 1,592 mm high, its 
body shape gives it big car presence in a small car package. 
With a unique front design featuring cube shaped Daytime 
Running Lights (DRL) and a striking grille that demands 

attention, the Hyundai Venue has a style all of its own.

And, with a vast range of exterior colours and a stylish two 
tone roof1 in a variety of shades, you can make your mark 
with a vehicle styled by you. 

During work or play, the Hyundai Venue’s striking design, 
bold build, and quality finishes are sure to draw attention.

Top: Cascading front grille
Bottom: Stacked lights including Daytime Running Lights (DRL)

Top: LED rear combination lights
Bottom: Alloy wheels

Elite model shown

Elite model shown

Elite model shown

Elite model only
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4. Side garnish*

5. Rear bumper*

1. Front bumper* 2. Side mirror*

3. Fender garnish*

6. Roof*

   Venue Elite two-tone options

Body colour Roof & mirror cap colour Painted insert colour

Polar White Phantom Black Polar White

Typhoon Silver Phantom Black Typhoon Silver

Cosmic Grey Acid Yellow Acid Yellow

Galactic Grey Phantom Black Galactic Grey

Phantom Black Chalk White Chalk White

Fiery Red Phantom Black Fiery Red

Lava Orange Phantom Black Lava Orange

Acid Yellow Phantom Black Acid Yellow

Exotic Green Phantom Black Exotic Green

Intense Blue Phantom Black Intense Blue

The Denim Chalk White Chalk White

*Cosmic Grey Hyundai Venue (Elite) with 
Acid Yellow roof and grey interior shown.

Fits in anywhere, 
stands out everywhere.
Exuding uniqueness in an environment full of neutral shades, you 
deserve to stand out. The Hyundai Venue attracts everyone’s attention 
and establishes a formidable presence.

Wheel Track
Entry
Elite

1,555
1,535

Wheel Base
Overall Length

2,520
4,040

Overall Height

1,592

Unit: mm

Wheel Track
Entry
Elite
Overall Width

 1,565
 1,546
1,770
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Design that continues 
on the inside.
The Hyundai Venue’s striking design isn’t just something you see, it’s 
something you experience. The Venue’s interior features and quality 
finishes will make your drive that extra bit more comfortable. 

The inviting interior has a choice of material including black cloth for 
Entry variants, and a black cloth and premium finish combination trim 
for Elite variants.

The Venue also features painted interior inserts around the air 
vents & gear surround. Depending on the variant, they are available 
in either silver or metallic white. Making a statement both inside 
and out is a feeling unlike any other when in the Hyundai Venue.

Its interior space also offers a commanding perspective with an 
abundance of height providing an elevated driving position to give 
you greater visibility and confidence on the road. With 60:40 rear 
split folding seats you’ll be able to make the most of the space, 
increasing your boot space when you’ve got more to move. 

The Hyundai Venue’s interior makes city driving something to look 
forward to. 

Top: Rear parcel shelf storage slot (behind 
rear seat) 

Bottom: Painted inserts (air vents, 
transmission gear surround)

Top: Climate control - single zone 
Bottom: 60:40 split folding rear seats

Elite model shown

Venue Elite interior shown
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Connect to the road, 
and your world.

3.5" Instrument Cluster 8" multimedia touchscreen with Apple CarPlay®1 
& Android Auto®2

USB connectivity Steering wheel mounted phone & audio controls

The city life is a busy life. To make the 
most of every moment you need a car 
that doesn’t just connect you to the 
road, but also to the people around 
you. And that’s just what the Hyundai 
Venue was designed to do. 

The Venue is equipped with 
Bluetooth® connectivity as well as 
a USB port so you can always keep 
your phone fully charged. With 
Apple CarPlay®1 and Android Auto®2 
compatibility, it allows you to make 
calls, listen to your favourite music, or 

follow directions while you’re moving 
about town, all accessible through the 
8-inch touchscreen. 

A 3.5-inch instrument cluster 
features a trip computer and digital 
speedometer. Steering mounted 
audio and phone controls give you the 
ability to control your music and your 
drive, with minimal movement. 

Thanks to an abundance of tech,  
the Hyundai Venue isn’t just cool,  
it’s connected.

1. Apple CarPlay® functionality requires software update. Apple CarPlay® requires iPhone® 5 or subsequent model (lightning cable) in order to operate. Apple® and iPhone® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. 
2. Android® Auto: Requires a device with Android 5.0 operating system or subsequent version, and USB cable in order to operate. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. 

Venue Elite in Fiery Red shown
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With performance to match its looks, the Hyundai 
Venue is another example of Hyundai’s renowned 
engineering. 

With three interchangeable drive modes 
- Normal, Eco and Sport, it ensures the Venue is 
performing perfectly whether it be on your daily 
commute to work, on a weekend road trip or when 
you want some more power. And, with Hyundai’s 
1.6L four-cylinder engine generating 90kW of 
power and 151Nm of torque, the Hyundai Venue 
has all you need to take on the city. 

The Hyundai Venue features a 6-speed automatic 
equipped with sportshift so you can take control 
of gear changes if you desire. And like all Hyundai 
vehicles, the Venue has been through an extensive 
local tuning program, ensuring it’s tested and 
optimised for Australasian roads, delivering a 
confident and comfortable ride whilst still being 
fun, zippy & full of personality.

The Venue features Traction Mode which allows 
you to maintain optimal driving performance in 
road conditions such as snow, mud or sand. Turn 
the dial to the left or right, and the traction mode 
system will adjust power, torque and grip to the 
front wheels according to your road conditions.

Snow: Focuses on stability by reducing wheel spin.

Mud: Ensures optimal wheel spin to maximise 
traction and acceleration. 

Sand: Delivers the necessary torque to maintain 
essential forward momentum. 

To make the most of your everyday journey, 
activate Drive Mode and choose between  
3 settings – Normal, Eco & Sport. 

Normal: The default driving mode and provides a 
good balance of fuel efficiency and performance.

Eco: Optimises fuel economy by smoothing out 
throttle inputs and performing early automatic 
transmission upshifts. 

Sport: Increases throttle response, and delays 
automatic transmission upshifts to maximise 
performance and acceleration.

To confidently take on on the town, you need a car 
that can handle whatever the country throws at 
you, the Hyundai Venue.

Built for explorers.

Drive Mode - Normal, Eco & Sport
Traction Mode - Snow, Mud & Sand

1.6 MPi 2WD

 Maximum Power
kW/6,300 rpm

 Maximum Torque
Nm/4,850 rpm

90
151 Venue Elite in The Denim & Polar White two-tone shown
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The Venue is an extension of your personality, and Hyundai 
Genuine Accessories1 can help make it even more unique. 
From roof racks to cargo liners, there’s a suite of practical, 
and stylish Hyundai Genuine Accessories1 to match.

Hyundai Genuine 
Accessories.

Genuine Accessories Entry Elite

Technology

Auxiliary cable2 ● ●

iPad® holder3 ● ●

Interior

Tailored Carpet Floor Mats (set of 4) Black stitching ● ●

Tailored Carpet Floor Mats (set of 4) Colour stitching ● ●

Tailored Rubber Floor Mat (set of 4) ● ●

TPO Cargo Liner (Rubber cargo liner) ● ●

Carpet Cargo Mat ● ●

Dash Mat ● ●

Water Resistant Neoprene - Seat Cover Front ● ●

Water Resistant Neoprene - Seat Cover Rear ● ●

Laser Shades (set of 2, Rear) ● ●

Cargo Barrier ● ●

Cargo Barrier front position strap ● ●

Exterior

Alloy Nudge Bar Ace Black - non light bar ● ●

Alloy Nudge Bar Polished Alloy - non light bar ● ●

Protective film kit ● ●

Tinted Stylevisors (set of 4) ● ●

Bonnet Protector ● ●

Headlight covers ● ●

Towbar, towball & trailer wiring harness4 ● ●

Mudflap Kit Front (set of 2)5 ● ●

Mudflap Kit Rear (set of 2)5 ● ●

Styling

Side Door Decal Kit ● ●

15inch Wonju Gloss Black Alloy wheels ● -

17inch Gunsan Satin Black Alloy Wheels - ●

Roof Racks and Lifestyle

Roof Racks - Flush6 ● ●7

Roof Racks - Through Bars6 ● ●

Roof Mounted Bike Carrier8 ● ●

Thule Bike rack (Wheel on)8 ● ●

Roof Mounted Kayak Holder 8 ● ●

Ski & Snowboard Carrier8 ● ●

Surfboard Carrier8 ● ●

Roof Basket8 ● ●

Top: Rubber Cargo Liner
Middle: Dash Mat
Bottom: Water Resistant Neoprene -Seat 
Cover Rear

Top: Laser Shades (Set of 2)
Middle: Tailored Carpet Floor Mats  
(set of 4) Red stitching 
Bottom: 17” Gunsan Satin Black Alloy Wheels9

1. All Hyundai Genuine Accessories are subject to warranty conditions. See your nearest Hyundai Dealer or 
visit www.hyundai.co.nz for full warranty terms and usage recommendations. 2. Auxiliary cable not suitable 
for Apple® devices. 3. iPad® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. The iPad® holder has been designed to 
hold iPad® models 1, 2, 3, 4 or Air securely. To ensure occupants are protected in the event of a collision, the 
screen protector must be fitted to the iPad® when in use. iPad® not included. 4. Maximum ball download 
50kg. Automatic -Towing capacity 800kg braked & 500kg unbraked. Towbar capacity subject to regulatory 
requirements, towbar design, vehicle design and towing equipment limitations. 5. Mudflaps cannot be fitted 
in conjunction with a full bodyskirt or rear skirt 6. Load capacity = 75kg evenly distributed over 2 bars. Roof 
racks should be removed when not in use. 8. Requires fitment of roof racks at additional cost.

Venue Elite in The Denim & Polar White two-tone shown with additional accessories
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Hyundai Auto Link.

Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. 
1. Not all Hyundai Auto Link services are available 
everywhere, particularly in remote or enclosed areas, 
or on all vehicles, at all times. The operation of the 
location services may be affected by your location, 
activation or deactivation of location services on 
your mobile device, and the services provided by 
your telecommunications service provider. Some 
Hyundai Auto Link services may not be fully available 
if the GPS system or other mobile device features are 
not working.

2. Use and availability of the Hyundai Auto Link 
Premium app may be subject to additional fees, 
terms and conditions. Find out more on 
www.hyundai.co.nz/autolink. Some Hyundai Auto Link 
Premium services may not be fully available if the GPS 
system or other mobile device features are not working.

Control your car remotely  
(Auto Link Premium)

  Allows remote engine start from 
smartphone.

  Lets car’s doors, lights and climate 
control be handled remotely.

  Sets geo-fencing, guard (theft 
control) and valet mode.

Download the app for your iOS and 
Android device today.

Auto Link Bluetooth® Statistics 
eco driving screen.

Auto Link Premium 
remote access screen.

Become an economical driver.

  Keeps track of your driving habits 
and fuel efficiency on each trip.

  Presents vehicle health report 
and alerts you to any signs of 
faults.

  Remotely monitors your  
Venue’s health.

  Provides analytical information 
so you can get the most out of 
your Venue. 

Hyundai Auto Link connects your car’s on-board computer to your mobile phone and is accessible 
via a smartphone app. Auto Link is available in two versions: Auto Link Bluetooth® and Auto Link 
Premium2. Both versions allow you to keep track of your car’s performance and review analytical 
information so you can keep your Hyundai running smoothly. The Premium version also allows you to 
remotely control your car. Auto Link Bluetooth® is available on Venue, with the option of upgrading to 
the Premium2 version for Elite models.

Help us care for your car.

•  Service information and online service bookings at your fingertips.

• Instant access to Hyundai Ambassador team.

• Compare your driving to other owners.

• Logs private and business trip stats for record keeping purposes.

• Alerts Roadside Assistance in case of a breakdown.

•  Sends alert messages1 to Hyundai Ambassador Team or family/friends in 
case of an emergency.

For more information head to www.hyundai.co.nz/autolink 

HYUNDAI AUTO LINK

FEATURES BLUETOOTH® PREMIUM (SIM)

VERSION COMPATIBLE WITH ENTRY & ELITE AVAILABLE TO UPGRADE ON ELITE

STATUS

Owner driving analysis (driving habits, scores) • •

Eco driving (fuel efficiency rating, consumption) improvement status • •

CO2 emission improvement status (g/km) • •

Safe driving (rapid acceleration/hard braking) improvement status • •

Driving history (trip distance, travel time) • •

Vehicle health check (report on faults detected by type, time, date) • •

Tyre pressure and battery status • •

Refuelling history (refuel location, time, cost) – •

Real-time weather (based on vehicle location) – •

SEARCH

Display of Hyundai Dealer Network (select preferred dealer) • •

Access Hyundai Ambassador Team • •

Log private and business trips for record keeping purposes • •

Instant search (latest and pre-owned Hyundai vehicles at preferred dealer) • •

Vehicle's parked location on map (based on GPS) • •

Vehicle's parking time alert notification • •

SAFETY

Emergency assist (send alert messages to Hyundai Ambassador  
Team or family/friends) • •

Accident assist (keep log of data during an accident) • •

Scheduled service (due/overdue) alert • •

Automatic RSA alert (send location in case of a breakdown) • •

Geo-fencing alert – •

Set guard (theft control) mode – •

Valet alert – •

SHARING

Share vehicle location with family/friends – •

REMOTE CONTROL

Remote engine (on/off) start – •

Remote door (lock/unlock) control – •

Remote warning lights (hazard) control – •

Remote horn control – •

Remote climate (including defroster) control – •

Notes:
Use and availability of Hyundai Auto Link may be subject to additional fees, terms and conditions. Find out more on www.hyundai.co.nz/autolink. Some services may not be fully available 
if the GPS system or other mobile  device features are not working.
Hyundai Auto Link Premium is an upgraded version of the Bluetooth® app that lets you stay remotely connected with your Venue.

Key:

• = Feature is available   – = Feature is not available

1. Download app
from Apple Store  
or Google Play.

2. Set up login
with your details and  
VIN for registration  

and validation.

4. Start driving
and enjoy the benefits  
of Hyundai Auto Link.

3. Set up PIN
for access to remotely 
control car from your 

smartphone. 
(Premium version only)
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Hyundai’s  
commitment to you

“THE DEALER EXPLAINED  
THE TUCSON TO ME AND 
WAS PATIENT WHEN WE 
HAD QUESTIONS.”
 — GARY COCKRAM HYUNDAI CUSTOMER  
 FROM CHRISTCHURCH

Our promise
We understand your decision to 
purchase one of our vehicles is not 
being made lightly and we thank you 
for putting Hyundai on your list. We 
know that by the time you decide which 
vehicle you want to purchase, you’ll 
have had a good look at what’s on offer 
in the market, and carefully weighed up 
the pros and cons of each. We hope you 
make the right decision for yourself. If you 
do decide to choose Hyundai, that won’t 
be the end, it’ll just be the start. Our goal 
is to live up to the confidence you’ve 
shown in us, by giving you the best 
customer service experience in  
New Zealand.

We call this the Hyundai Ownership 
Experience – which is a slightly 
corporate way of saying “we promise to 
look after you”.

The Hyundai Ownership Experience 
will actually start before you even have 
the keys in your hand, as your Hyundai 
dealer takes you through the things you 
need to know to get the most out of 
your new vehicle.

Personal handover
When you come in to pick up your 
new Hyundai, your dealer will take you 
through it from bumper to bumper. 
They’ll show you where everything is and 
how everything works. They’ll make sure 
you’re across all those little things most 
people forget to ask about, like:

»  How to set up your mobile phone to 
work with Bluetooth

»  Where the tool kit is 

»  How to connect and use your  
Apple CarPlay® or Android Auto®.

»  Where to find the first aid kit

 »  How to register, setup and connect  
to Auto Link

They'll also check there's either a full 
tank of fuel or it's fully charged, that the 
vehicle is spotless inside and out, and 
that any accessories you specified are 
fitted just so. 

This is also our opportunity to introduce 
you to the service team, who’ll be looking 
after you in the years to come.

Meet the rest of the family
There’s a good reason why your 

dealer will introduce you to the rest 

of the family. They’re the people 

entrusted to be hands-on through 

your Hyundai Ownership Experience 

– the team who’ll look after you and 

your vehicle when you come in for 

scheduled servicing.

There’s no charge for the first service, 

and it happens after the first month on 

the road. Then it happens every 10,000 

/ 15,000 km*.

It’s always good to be able to put a 

face to a name. And knowing them 

means you can call personally to 

discuss any concerns. Our people are 

experts at what they do and keen to 

show you how good they are. It’s a 

pride thing and we encourage it.

Servicing from trained  
Hyundai experts
Regular scheduled servicing within  
our network has real benefits. 

Our specialist technicians use Hyundai 
diagnostic equipment to spot things that 
may be missed by the untrained eye.

We use genuine Hyundai parts, of 
course. These parts are built and tested 
to be specifically correct for your 
vehicle and are covered by a 1 year / 
20,000 km warranty.

Your safety and the safety of your 
passengers are our number one 
priority. We can’t vouch for the safety or 
performance of non-Hyundai parts.  
They only have to be slightly off or 
incorrectly installed and the integrity  
of your vehicle will be compromised.

If the cost of servicing is a concern for 
you, committing to a pre-paid service 
contract from day one will cost you less 
in the long run. You can sign up for these 
to cover your servicing needs for every 
service interval, which is every 10,000 / 
15,000 km* or yearly (whichever happens 
first). You can do this for as many years 
as you want, and they’re available for any 
Hyundai, no matter how old.

*Servicing for petrol turbo models is every 10,000 km or 12 months (whichever occurs first)

A superb warranty  
and Roadside Assistance
Every new Hyundai is protected 
by our 3 year / 100,000 km factory 
warranty. In a nutshell, if there’s any 
manufacturing issues, we’ll fix them. 
But there’s more.

Hyundai Roadside Assistance is 
included as part of our new vehicle 
warranty. It means if you should have 
an accident, puncture a tyre or run 
out of fuel anywhere in New Zealand, 
we’ll send someone to get you up and 
running again – 24 hours a day, 365 days 
a year.

Extending your warranty beyond the 
factory period can make your ownership 
experience better yet. It’s certainly 
worth considering. Our extended 
warranties can later be on-sold with the 
vehicle, something sure to increase its 
eventual resale value.
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Hyundai Fleet
If you’re looking for the right vehicles 
for your business, Hyundai has the 
perfect fleet solution for you.

Whatever your business size or 
requirements, you can get the job 
done by choosing from Hyundai 
Fleet’s diverse range of models and 
trucks, all of which offer the latest 
in technology, efficiency, safety 
and style. And as a Fleet customer, 
you have the flexibility of a range of 
ownership and leasing options, as well 
tax benefits and great value servicing.

So, from the city loving i20 to the 
cargo carrying iLoad, our fleet 
services can provide the right 
vehicles to help drive your business 
forward. For more information visit 
www.hyundai.co.nz/fleet 

In the company of Kiwis
The Hyundai brand has grown 
rapidly into a global auto industry 
powerhouse. But first and foremost, 
Hyundai New Zealand is a New 
Zealand company. 

Hyundai New Zealand is 100% kiwi 
owned and all our Hyundai dealers 
are 100% NZ operated. That’s 
something we’re pretty proud of.

This structure gives you the best of 
both worlds. The benefits of global 
resources and the huge investment  
in Research & Development that 
Hyundai makes, combined with our 
local commitment and understanding. 

We’re also very aware of what it  
means to be a New Zealand 
company. Our commitment to being 
a good Kiwi citizen starts with our 
treatment of customers and extends 
out into their communities.

We’ve actively supported the National 
Agricultural Fieldays for over a 
decade. We sponsor Hyundai Country 
Calendar, put money into NZ sailing, 
and are major sponsors of the Spirit of 

Adventure Trust. We’re also extremely 
proud of our New Zealand sponsorship 
of Kiwi rally driver, Hayden Paddon.

Our sponsorships allow us to offer 
customers the chance to join us as 
VIP guests at many of our events, 
including on board the Spirit of New 
Zealand and at Fieldays. Look out for 
these invites from time to time.

The Hyundai Experience will continue 
to grow and expand. We really  
want to give you the most rewarding 
experience you’ve ever had with  
a company.

Hyundai Country Calendar visits Doug 
Avery and his mates on his North Island 
farm for a yarn.

Insurance
Our insurance offering is part of 
Hyundai’s commitment to improving 
your ownership experience.

Hyundai Insurance offers several 
exclusive benefits not available with 
other motor vehicle policies. For 
example, if your Hyundai is still in 
factory warranty, was purchased from 
a Hyundai dealer in New Zealand 
and is damaged beyond repair, we’ll 
replace it with a brand new one*.

There’s no excess if your glass is 
broken (up to $2,000 cost), and  
we’ll cover (up to $1,500 cost) for  
the trailer you were towing if  
that’s damaged*. 

You can be sure only guaranteed, 
genuine Hyundai parts will be  
used in repairs**, and that only 
approved repairers will be working 
on your vehicle.

We also offer a Hyundai Insurance 
specific 24 hour assistance  
number: 0800 123 266.
 *See your Hyundai dealer for full terms and conditions.  
**Applies to new vehicles for five years.

Fleet

JOIN US ON WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/HYUNDAINZ

WWW.PINNACLEPROGRAMME.CO.NZ

Future New Zealand leaders as part of the Pinnacle Programme 
spend 21 days on New Zealand’s iconic Outward Bound 
programme in Anakiwa, at the top of the South Island.

The Pinnacle Programme
The Pinnacle Programme is a 
unique scholarship, backed by 
Hyundai New Zealand, which 
provides talented young New 
Zealanders between the ages of 
15 and 18 with the foundations for 
future success. The Programme is 
open to young kiwis with talent in 
all areas of endeavours, including, 
but not limited to, art, sport, 
science and business.

Hyundai Ambassador Team
Speaking of 0800 numbers, if you dial 
0800 HYUNDAI (498 632), you’ll be talking 
directly to one of our Hyundai Ambassador 
Team members in New Zealand. We operate 
a local call centre. Our team are trained to 
support you with any concerns, and they’ll 
be able to help you out with anything you 
need them to.

We respond to every request, no matter 
how big or small, as quickly as we can. 
That’s the New Zealand way of doing 
things, and it’s our way too.

If it’s an emergency you’ll be put straight 
through to our Roadside Assistance team, 
who are trained to deal with any situation 
and will get someone out to you as quickly 
as possible if that is what is required.
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Specifications
Car type: 1.6 Entry 1.6 Elite

Engine 1.6 litre 16 valve twin overhead cam with CVVT (Continuously Variable Valve Timing)

Fuel system Multi Point Injection (MPi)

Displacement (CC) 1,591

Maximum power (kW/rpm) 90 kW / 6,300 rpm

Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 151 Nm / 4,850 rpm

Transmission:

Transmission Type 6 Speed Automatic w/ sportshift

Chassis:

Drive system Front Wheel Drive

Front suspension MacPherson strut suspension with coil springs, gas-filled shock absorbers and anti-roll stabiliser bar

Rear suspension Coupled torsion beam suspension with coil springs and gas-filled shock absorbers

Drive mode system Normal, Eco, Sport modes

Traction mode system Snow, Mud, Sand modes

Wheels and Braking System:

Wheels 15" Alloy 17" Alloy

Tyre 185 / 65 R15 205 / 55 R17

Compact spare wheel & tyre ● ●

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) ● ●

Braking system Power assisted braking system with ventilated front disc and solid rear disc brakes with ABS, EBD and BAS

Steering:

Type Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

Steering column Manual tilt & telescopic adjustment

Minimum turning circle diameter (kerb to kerb) 10.2 metres

Energy absorbing collapsible steering column ● ●

Safety Features:

ABS braking with Electronic Brake-Force Distribution 
(EBD) ● ●

Brake Assist System (BAS) ● ●

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) ● ●

Traction Control System (TCS) ● ●

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM) ● ●

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) - ●

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW) - ●

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA) - city, 
urban, interurban, pedestrian detection - camera type ● ●

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA) ● ●

High Beam Assist (HBA) ● ●

Driver Attention Warning (DAW) ● ●

6 Airbags (dual front, side, curtain airbag) ● ●

Front seatbelt pretensioners and load limiters ● ●

ISOFIX child seat anchor points ● ●

Height adjustable seatbelts (front) ● ●

3-point lap diagonal (ELR) seatbelts ● ●

Electro Chromatic rear-view Mirror (ECM) - ●

Automatic dusk sensing headlights ● ●

Rear park assist system ● ●

Reversing camera ● ●

First aid kit ● ●

Exterior Features:

Electrically adjustable side mirrors ● ●

Electric folding side mirrors - ●

Heated side mirrors ● ●

LED mirror indicators - ●

Projector type headlights ● ●

Daytime Running Lights (DRL) Halogen LED

Static bending lights - ●

LED tail lights - ●

Two tone exterior finish (roof, mirrors & body garnish) - optional

Black & chrome finish front grille - ●

Privacy glass (rear windows) - ●

Roof racks ● ●

Interior Features:

Cloth interior trim ● -

Cloth & premium finish interior trim - ●

Leather steering wheel and gearshift trim** ● ●

Driver seat 6-way sliding, reclining and height 
adjustable ● ●

Heated steering wheel - ●

Power windows ● ●

Rear seat 60:40 split folding function ● ●

Centre console storage box - ●

Security:

Proximity key and engine start / stop button - ●

Keyless entry with anti-theft alarm ● ●

Engine immobiliser ● ●

Hyundai Active Locking Operation (HALO) 
including speed sensing auto door locking ● ●

Comfort and Convenience:

8" touch screen audio system with Radio, MP3 ● ●

Apple CarPlay® & Android Auto® compatibility ● ●

4 x speakers ● ●

2 x tweeter speakers - ●

Bluetooth voice recognition handsfree  
phone system ● ●

Steering wheel mounted audio and cruise controls ● ●

2 x front USB input ● ●

Manual air conditioning with pollen filter ● -

Automatic climate control air-conditioning with 
pollen filter - ●

Trip computer including distance to empty, average 
fuel consumption, and outside temperature display ● ●

Illuminated vanity mirror in driver and front 
passenger sunvisors ● ●

Weights and Capacities:

Fuel tank capacity (litres) 45

Boot capacity (VDA litres) - seats up 355

Kerb weight (kg) lightest / heaviest 1,165 / 1,225

Towing capacity - braked (kg) 800

Towing capacity - unbraked (kg) 500

Exterior Dimensions:

Wheelbase (mm) 2,520

Overall length (mm) 4,040

Overall width (mm) 1,770

Overall height (mm) 1,592

Wheel track - front / rear (mm) 1,555 /  1,565 1,535 / 1,546

Minimum ground clearance (mm) 170

Sustainability:

Combined fuel economy (litres / 100km)* 7.2

CO2 Emissions (g/km) 165

Warranties:

10 year / 200,000 km anti perforation corrosion 
body warranty ● ●

3 year / 100,000 km mechanical warranty ● ●

3 year / 100,000 km roadside assistance package ● ●

●: Standard      –: Not Available 

Specifications, features, equipment and colours shown in this brochure are subject to change without notice or obligation. *Fuel consumption figures are based on ADR 81/02 tests and factory information. These figures are 
provided to assist you in comparing the fuel consumption of the Venue range with other vehicles. The actual fuel consumption will depend on many factors, including your driving habits, the prevailing conditions and your 
vehicle’s equipment, condition and use. **Finishes specified as leather contain a combination of genuine leather, polyurethane leather (leather substitute) and man-made materials.

Car type: 1.6 Entry 1.6 Elite
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Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Acid Yellow Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Acid Yellow Fiery RedPhantom Black

A colourful choice.
With an array of vibrant and bold exterior colours like Fiery 
Red, Intense Blue and The Denim, the Hyundai Venue will 
complement your personality and make you stand out from 
the crowd.

Venue exterior colours*

Entry & Elite

Galactic Grey Lava Orange Exotic Green

Optional on Elite

Venue interiors

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Acid Yellow Fiery RedPhantom Black
Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Acid Yellow Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Fiery RedPhantom Black

Polar White Typhoon Silver Cosmic Gray Intense BlueThe Denim Acid Yellow Fiery RedPhantom Black

Roof & side mirrors

Roof & side mirrors

Exterior

Exterior

*Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process. 
1. Only available in selected Elite variants depending on exterior colour chosen.
2. Includes colour package (bumper, painted inserts, mirrors) only on some vehicles. 

Colour availability by trim*

Exterior / Interior Trim Entry Elite

Trim Roof colour / 
side mirrors2

Black - Cloth
(NNB)

Black cloth  
& premium finish seats

(NNB)

Polar White  
(Solid)

Body coloured WAW • •

Phantom Black WA1 - •

Typhoon Silver
(Metallic)

Body coloured T2X • •

Phantom Black T21 - •

Cosmic Grey
(Mica/Metallic) 

Body coloured RS5 • •

Acid Yellow RS4 - •

Phantom Black  
(Mica) 

Body coloured NKA • •

Chalk White NK3 - •

Fiery Red  
(Mica/Metallic) 

Body coloured PR2 • •

Phantom Black PR1 - •

Acid Yellow  
(Mica/Metallic)

Body coloured WG9 - •

Phantom Black WG1 - •

Intense Blue  
(Metallic)

Body coloured roof YP5 • •

Phantom Black roof YP1 - •

The Denim  
(Mica) 

Body coloured roof TN6 • •

Chalk White roof TN3 - •

Galactic Grey 
(Mica/Metallic) 

Body coloured roof R3G • •

Phantom Black roof RS4 - •

Lava Orange 
(Mica/Metallic) 

Body coloured roof YR2 • •

Phantom Black roof YY1 - •

Exotic Green 
(Mica/Metallic) 

Body coloured roof N4R • •

Phantom Black roof N41 - •

Elite modelEntry model

Acid Yellow

Black cloth & premium 
finish seats

Black cloth

Exotic Green
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Call our Hyundai Ambassador Team on 0800 HYUNDAI (498 632)  
or email us at customerservice@hyundai.co.nz 

 Join Hyundai NZ on Facebook www.facebook.com/hyundainz

 See our videos at www.youtube.com/hyundainz

 Follow us on Instagram @HyundaiNZ

www.hyundai.co.nz


